ANTI-ANGIOGENIC THERAPY FOR DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA
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SMTP: Diabetic retinopathy remains one of the greatest challenges for healthcare system worldwide despite the fact that the incidence of visual acuity impairment in diabetic population has decreased due to examination quality improvement and dynamic observation of patients. Visual acuity impairment in diabetic patients is often related to diabetic macular edema. Until recently, laser photocoagulation of the retina was regarded as gold standard for diabetic macular edema treatment. Laser photocoagulation of the retina provides visual acuity stabilization rather than improvement. Since early 2000s, pharmacological approach to this severe disease has been established. As vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is one of the crucial factors involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinal disorders, VEGF inhibitors are now recognized as a treatment choice for diabetic macular edema. This article considers results of different clinical trials investigating anti-VEGF therapy efficacy in DME treatment.
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SMTP: Несмотря на то что благодаря улучшению качества обследования и динамического наблюдения в последнее время наблюдается снижение частоты потери зрения, связанной с диабетом, диабетические поражения сетчатки остаются значимой проблемой для мирового здравоохранения. Проблемы со зрением у пациентов, страдающих сахарным диабетом, часто обусловлены развитием макулярного отёка. Ещё недавно золотым стандартом лечения диабетического макулярного отёка являлась лазерная коагуляция сетчатки, которая, как правило, позволяла стабилизировать, но не улучшить остроту зрения. С начала 2000-х гг. наступила фармакологическая эра в терапии...
INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is among the most common non-communicable diseases in the world. According to the World Health Organization, the number of patients with diabetes has nearly quadrupled since 1980 [1]. Indeed, not only does the incidence of type 1 DM continue to grow but also the prevalence of type 2 DM has already reached the level of a non-infectious pandemic. Over the coming years, a significant increase in the worldwide number of patients with DM is predicted from 425 million in 2017 to 629 million by 2045 [2].

Patients with diabetes suffer from several complications due to lesions of the vascular bed that adversely affect both the quality and duration of life. Diabetic retinal lesions are gradually becoming the most common manifestation of microangiopathy in DM. Although improved quality of examination and case follow-up has led to a decrease in the frequency of vision loss due to diabetes, diabetic retinopathy (DR) remains a significant problem for global health [1–3]. Worldwide, more than 100 million people suffer from DR, and according to forecasts, the incidence is set to increase further [4]. Therefore, the relevance of treatments for DR, including diabetic macular edema (DME), cannot be overestimated. The potential for modern ophthalmology to treat states that threaten vision loss, such as proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) and DME, have expanded in recent years.

Despite improvements in treatment options, diabetic retinal lesions continue to be a leading cause of blindness worldwide, requiring that the underlying pathogenetic mechanisms continue to be actively studied. It is currently thought that the pathogenesis of DME is related to a disorder of the internal and external blood–retinal barrier, with increased permeability of the capillary wall and an inability of the pigment epithelium to reabsorb the resulting excess fluid. In turn, this leads to edema and an increase in retinal thickness in the macular area [2, 5–7]. Proliferative DR is characterized by an increase in pathological neovascularization that results in a decrease in visual function, including complete loss due to fragile vessel walls (vitreal and preretinal hemorrhages), traction effects (retinal detachment), or blocking of intraocular fluid outflow (neovascular glaucoma) [8–10]. Recent study has shown that DM significantly affects the neuronal component of the retina, causing isolated neuropathy determined by the unique anatomy of retinal structures [11, 12].

The improvements in our knowledge have contributed to the identification of new therapeutic targets and a shift in strategic approaches to the prevention and treatment of pathological conditions such as neuronal retinal dysfunction, excessive vascular permeability, retinal ischemia, and neovascularization. Together with the introduction of preventive medicine, these can improve the efficiency of DR therapy, allowing earlier treatment, and more individualized treatment regimens.

PATHOGENESIS OF MACULAR EDEMA

DME has links with many aspects of the pathological processes in the eye. Chronic hyperglycemia results in the development of microangiopathy and degenerative neuroretinopathy, with damage occurring to the so-called neurovascular unit, including both vascular and neuronal and glial cells. Hyperglycemia activates intracellular glucose metabolism, hexosamine, and polyol. The clinical significance of polyol mechanism is shown in insulin-independent tissues (e. g., endothelium, kidney glomerular cells, neurons, and the eye lens) into which glucose enters uncontrollably along a concentration gradient. In response to an increase
in the glucose content in these cells, the rate of sorbitol synthesis increases markedly. Excess amounts of osmotic substances, namely sorbitol and fructose, lead to hydration and a change in cell shape and functional activity. Sorbitol accumulation in neurons further disrupts nerve impulse conduction. Finally, irreversible glycation products are formed, which along with highly reactive oxygen compound formation (due to oxidative stress), protein kinase C activation, and inflammatory cytokine expression, cause damage to the vascular wall from both the external and internal sides, resulting in pericyte and endothelial cell death [6].

Fluid and protein inflow from the vascular space into the retina is controlled by the blood—retinal barrier. Under hyperglycemia, both the internal (retinal vascular endothelium) and the external (pigment epithelium) blood—retinal barriers are damaged. Breakdown of the tight contacts between cells, loss of pericytes, and loss of endothelial cells leads to increased capillary permeability and the leakage of fluid, electrolytes, and large molecules into the extracellular space, resulting in DME.

The presence of oxidative stress, highly reactive oxygen compounds, and the final irreversible glycation products induce the expressions of inflammatory cytokines (such as IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, and TNFα), chemokines (CCL2, CCL5, CXCL8, CXCL10, CXCL12), and adhesion molecules (ICAM-1, VCAM-1), which cause the leukocyte migration and leukostasis [5, 6]. In turn, the adhesion of leukocytes and endothelial cells causes capillary obstruction and retinal ischemia, triggering vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression, which represents a key element to the pathogenesis of DME and DR. The concentration of VEGF in the vitreous of patients with diabetes is more than ten times higher than in people without diabetes [7, 14]. VEGF leads to new vessels growth and blood—retinal barrier impairment that increases vascular permeability and DME. In the VEGF family, several types exist, such A, B, C, D, and PlGF (placental growth factor) [15–21], but only VEGFA, VEGFB, and PlGF have been associated with the pathogenesis of diabetic retinal lesions. VEGF-A is a heparin-binding homodimer glycoprotein secreted by glia, ganglion cells, endothelial cells, astrocytes, and retinal pigment epithelium [15, 22]. It is necessary for physiological vascular function, angiogenesis, and neuron survival [15, 23, 24], binding closely to VEGF receptors 1 and 2 (VEGFR-1 and VEGFR-2, respectively) that are expressed by blood vessel endothelium. Activation of these receptors causes endothelial cell growth and proliferation of vessels, the survival of immature vessels, and impaired vascular permeability [6, 15]. VEGFR-2 is predominantly expressed on endothelial cells and has the most pronounced mitogenic activity that is responsible for the pathological angiogenic response [25]. VEGF-A can increase blood vessel permeability 1000 times stronger than histamine. There are five VEGF-A isoforms (121, 145, 165, 189, and 206 amino acids), and each differs in mitogenic potential, chemotactic properties, transport activity, signal transduction, receptor binding ability, and tissue-specific expression. The VEGF-A level in the vitreous strongly correlates with DR and DME severity [15, 18, 26, 27].

Other members of the VEGF family play less important roles in physiological angiogenesis, but may be relevant to the development of diabetic retinal lesions. PlGF can enhance pathological angiogenesis triggered by VEGF-A and cause the blood—retinal barrier breakdown by binding to VEGFR-1, causing an increase in the binding capacity of VEGF-A to VEGFR-2 [28, 29]. The role of PlGF in DR has been confirmed in vitro and in vivo [30]. There is also an evidence that the PlGF level in the vitreous increases with increasing ischemia in retinal lesions [31]. To date, the involvement of VEGF-B in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinal lesions has not been studied in detail. However, it may also bind to the VEGFR-1 receptor and cause a more efficient binding of VEGF-A with VEGFR-2. In a mouse study, VEGF-B was shown to stimulate the development of choroidal and retinal neovascularization, but in other studies in the presence of proliferative DR, levels of VEGF-B did not increase in the vitreous [32, 33].

The increased expression of VEGF is a key element to the pathogenesis of diabetic retinal lesions,
particularly DME. Therefore, suppression by intravitreal injections of angiogenesis inhibitors can be considered a justifiable therapy.

**CURRENT TREATMENT POSSIBILITIES**

Since the early 1970s, laser coagulation of the retina (LCR) was actively used to treat diabetic retinal lesions, being the primary method for preventing blindness in these patients. In the late 1980s, two large-scale, long-term, multicenter studies proved the efficiency of LCR to prevent vision loss. These were the Diabetic Retinopathy Study (DRS) and the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS).

In the DRS study, it was found that panretinal coagulation reduced the risk of severe vision loss in PDR by more than 50% over a two-year period. The positive effect of panretinal coagulation was prolonged and due to the elimination of ischemic zones, thereby decreasing VEGF production [34, 35]. The ETDRS study showed that coagulation in the macular zone (focal or “lattice” type) reduced the risk of vision loss in clinically significant DME in half of all cases; but, an increase in visual acuity (VA) by more than one line was achieved only in few patients [13]. Although the effects of grid LCR on fundus structures are not known, one theory suggests that there is an increased expression of pigment epithelium derived factor, a counter-regulator of VEGF [11, 36–38]. In addition, local edema is usually treated by focal laser coagulation, while diffuse leakage is treated by modification of the grid-type LCR. Treatment efficacy is especially high when LCR is performed at an early stage of diabetic maculopathy when visual function remains high, and there are few deposits of hard exudates.

Despite the proven efficacy of LCR, some patients continue to lose their vision despite treatment. This may be due to both the complications of laser treatment (development of serpiginous atrophy and subretinal fibrosis) and resistance to its effects. In addition, the use of LCR is limited in the presence of high DME, fibrosis of the inner limiting membrane of the retina, and abnormalities of the vitreoretinal contact. Thus, although LCR remained the only way to prevent blindness in patients with diabetes for a long time, from the early 2000s, the understanding that LCR is not ideal in all settings has led to active research and the onset of a pharmacological era of treatment. Indeed, EURETINA recommendations on the management of DME now state that “due to new data obtained from careful clinical studies, laser coagulation is no longer recommended for the treatment of DME, and anti-VEGF drugs have taken the place of first-line therapy” [10].

Intravitreal corticosteroid injections were the first pharmacological therapy for DME. However, despite being pathogenetically substantiated, corticosteroids remain only second-line options because of the risks of increased intraocular pressure and cataract [10]. Current first-line drugs are angiogenesis inhibitors that target the significantly elevated VEGF levels in diabetic retinal lesions effectively stabilizing neovascularization and DME, and improving visual function [10]. Three anti-VEGF drugs are available in our country: ranibizumab (Lucentis), bevacizumab (Avastin), and aflibercept (Eylea); however, only ranibizumab and aflibercept are officially approved for intravitreal administration, whereas bevacizumab is used off-label. Ranibizumab is an antigen-binding fragment of a humanized monoclonal antibody to VEGF-A that prevents all VEGF-A isoforms from interacting with VEGFR-1 and VEGFR-2 on endothelial cell surfaces, suppressing vascular proliferation, new vessel growth, and pathological leakage. By contrast, aflibercept is a recombinant fusion protein comprising fragments of the extracellular domains of human VEGFR-1 and VEGFR-2 receptors, linked to the Fc fragment of human immunoglobulin G (IgG1). It acts as a soluble decoy receptor that binds VEGF-A, VEGF-B, and PI GF with higher affinity than the natural receptors, thereby inhibiting the binding and activation of the target receptors [25]. This mechanism explains the high efficacy of aflibercept in suppressing vascular proliferation and DME.

There are two main competing strategies for delivering angiogenesis inhibitors. One option is as needed (i.e., PRN) therapy, which is used when negative changes are detected in visual function and/or retinal thickness after performing 3–5 con-
secutive loading doses at fixed time intervals of one month. This requires a fixed number of visits by the patient to a specialist, with check-ups every four weeks. Another option is the treat-and-extend regimen that involves sequential injections over a fixed period until the maximum effect is achieved, after which observation is continued with an individual frequency depending on changes in visual function and retinal thickness. The interval between examinations increases if there are no negative changes, but the interval decreases if progression occurs. This approach can facilitate reduced frequency of examinations, increased patient compliance, and increased cost-effectiveness [39]. Unfortunately, it can also reduce confidence in obtaining further stability of visual function, because the effect of anti-VEGF therapy is temporary in many cases [40]. Alternatives consist in giving injections at longer fixed intervals, such as every month or every two months.

The RESTORE and RESOLVE studies confirmed the ability of anti-angiogenic therapy not only to prevent VA reduction but also to improve VA, also demonstrating the safety of ranibizumab alone and in combination with LCR [6, 10, 15, 41, 42]. In the RISE and RIDE studies, it was shown that intravitreal injection of ranibizumab could significantly improve VA compared with controls (sham injection). Delayed use of ranibizumab, from the end of the year two, in the control group also improved the best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), though outcomes were significantly worse than those in the group which received ranibizumab from the study start. This indicates the importance of starting therapy with angiogenesis inhibitors as early as possible. The RISE and RIDE studies also compared 0.3 and 0.5 mg doses of ranibizumab. Since no significant differences were found between doses, the recommended dose of ranibizumab in the United States has been set at 0.3 mg, though this has not been applied to the Russian Federation [43].

A large-scale project that assessed the efficacy of all major angiogenesis inhibitors used for the treatment of DME, Protocol T, was conducted by the Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network (DRCR.net). This protocol was the first and only large-scale study to compare the efficacy and safety of three different angiogenesis inhibitors directly for the treatment of DME. Specifically, they compared ranibizumab 0.3 mg, bevacizumab 1.25 mg, and aflibercept 2 mg. It should be noted that DME monotherapy mode was only conducted for the first 6 months in all cases. After this, the investigator could decide whether to add laser treatment [47, 48]. This is one of many studies conducted by DRCR.net into most currently available treatment methods for DR and DME, including the efficacy of intravitreal administration of angiogenesis inhibitors or corticosteroids both alone and in combination with LCR.

Protocol T of the DRCR.net group was a multicenter, double-blind, randomized clinical trial of anti-VEGF in the treatment of DME [47, 48]. The study included 660 patients with DME and decreased VA. DME was required to affect the anatomic macular center (height ≥ 250 μm) based on optical coherence tomography (OCT; Stratus OCT). VA was examined by the ETDRS scale, with a baseline level of 24–78 letters, corresponding to a VA range of 20/32 to 20/320 of Snellen
charts. Approximate VA correlation with Snellen chart results is given by the authors of the protocol. Patients were then divided into groups receiving aflibercept, ranibizumab, or bevacizumab at a ratio of 1:1:1 and examined every month in the first year (the interval potentially extended to 16 week in the second year if there was no further need for injections). After 2 years, more than 90% of patients completed the study and 98% of planned injections in these patients were given. The first results were published in 2015 [48].

The main efficacy criterion was an increase in the BCVA by the end of the year one of treatment, determined by the ETDRS scale. Patients were also stratified by their original BCVA. The central retinal thickness (CRT) was estimated based on the OCT data, and the number of injections and the need for laser treatment during the follow-up period were compared [47, 48]. According to the study protocol, injections were given every 4 weeks until week 24 or until the VA reached more than 84 letters by the ETDRS scale (i.e., VA better than 20/20 on Snellen charts) with a CRT <250 μm without positive or negative dynamic changes over the last two injections (improvement or deterioration assessed as a change in BCVA by ≥5 and a change in CRT by ≥10%). From month six, therapy was continued if patients had changes in the functional and morphological parameters of the retina, regardless of their range [47]. In the case of resistant edema after week 24, focal or grid-type LCR was permitted at intervals of 3 months until the following criteria were met:

- LCR opportunities were exhausted (i.e., implemented in full);
- retinal edema of <250 μm on OCT was not clinically visible; and
- clear improvement from the previous LCR session.

At the end of the year one, BCVA was shown to improve in all groups. In general and low initial VA cohorts, the best results were achieved in the aflibercept group; by contrast, there were no statistically significant differences between groups in the high initial VA cohort. In the aflibercept, bevacizumab, and ranibizumab groups, the VA improvement was maintained to year two, with BCVA improvements from baseline of 12.8, 10.0, and 12.3 letters, respectively, at the end of the year two [48]. After one year, VA was 2.1 letters higher in the aflibercept group than in the ranibizumab group ($p = 0.03$), but this superiority was lost in year two, with aflibercept only remaining superior to bevacizumab ($p = 0.02$) [47, 48] (see Fig. 2). Notably, functional effects were achieved at a faster rate for aflibercept.

The most pronounced positive changes in BCVA were observed in the low initial VA cohort (≤20/50; see Fig. 1). The average increase in BCVA by the end of the year one in this cohort amounted to gains on the ETDRS scale of 18.9 letters for aflibercept, 14.2 letters for ranibizumab, and 11.8 letters for bevacizumab. In the high initial BCVA cohort (from 20/32 to 20/40), the average gains on the ETDRS scale by the end of the year one were 8.0 letters for aflibercept, 8.3 letters for ranibizumab, and 7.5 letters for bevacizumab; however, this remained almost unchanged after year two (gains of 7.8, 8.6, and 6.8 letters, respectively) [48] (see Fig. 2). In the high initial VA cohort, patients receiving bevacizumab deteriorated insignificantly in year two (i.e., −0.7 letters), while changes were minimal in the aflibercept and ranibizumab groups.

In the low initial VA cohort, the average VA curves converged in year 2 (see Fig. 2). In the aflibercept group, VA improvement remained numerically more pronounced (+18.1) compared with both the bevacizumab (+13.3) and ranibizumab (+16.1) groups [48]. However, an area under the curve (AUC) analysis showed that aflibercept had significant advantages over the other inhibitors across the entire study in the low initial VA cohort. Thus, the average increases in BCVA over 2 years in this cohort were +17.1 letters for aflibercept, +13.6 for ranibizumab, and +12.1 for bevacizumab [49]. This is especially important since most patients who seek help from an ophthalmologist in our country have already reached the threshold of low vision due to the absence of permanent screening programs.

The clinical effect of various drugs was also evaluated after one year of study by comparing the number of eyes with low initial VA that showed an increase in the BCVA of 15 letters on the ETDRS...
Fig. 1. Protocol T DRCR.net. Mean change in visual acuity in groups: a — Overall cohort; b — In cohorts according to baseline visual acuity. Solid lines indicates baseline visual acuity of 20/50 or worse. Dotted lines indicate baseline visual acuity of 20/32 to 20/40. Number of eyes was 195-244 in aflibercept group, 188-218 in ranibizumab and bevacizumab groups. Error bars indicated 95% CI. Source: Wells JA, Glassman AR, Ayala AR, et al. Aflibercept, Bevacizumab, or Ranibizumab for Diabetic Macular Edema. N Engl J Med. 2015;372(13):1193-1203 [47].

By the end of year one, 67% of patients in the aflibercept group achieved an increase in BCVA of 15 letters or more, which was statistically significantly higher than those achieved in the ranibizumab (50%) and bevacizumab (41%) groups [47]. By the end of year 2, however, this statistically significant difference between the groups has been lost, and the absolute values were 58%, 55%, and 52% in the aflibercept, ranibizumab, and bevacizumab groups, respectively [48].
Fig. 2. Protocol T DRCRnet 2 year results. Mean change in visual acuity in groups: a – Overall cohort; b – In cohort with baseline visual acuity of 20/50 or worse; c – In cohort with baseline visual acuity of 20/32 to 20/40. Number of eyes was 195-244 in aflibercept group, 188-218 in ranibizumab and 185-218 bevacizumab groups. Error bars indicated 95% CI. Source: Wells JA, Glassman AR, Ayala AR, et al. Aflibercept, Bevacizumab, or Ranibizumab for Diabetic Macular Edema: Two-Year Results from a Comparative Effectiveness Randomized Clinical Trial. *Ophthalmology*. 2016;123:1351-1359 [48]
The indicators were also stratified by the initial BCVA when analyzing changes in the CRT by OCT. At one year, the CRT decreased by averages of 147 ± 134 μm in the ranibizumab group, 101 ± 121 μm in the bevacizumab group, and 169 ± 138 μm in the aflibercept group. A decrease in mean CRT of <250 μm was recorded in 58% (116/201), 36% (74/203), and 66% (135/205) of eyes in the ranibizumab, bevacizumab, and aflibercept groups, respectively [47]. During year two, the CRT decreased by 149 ± 141 μm in the ranibizumab group, 126 ± 143 μm in the bevacizumab group, and 171 ± 141 μm in the aflibercept group [48]. The degree of decrease also depended on the use of LCR.

In the low initial VA cohort, aflibercept monotherapy led to a more pronounced decrease in retinal thickness compared with the other drugs (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Mean change in central retinal subfield thickness according to baseline visual acuity and laser photocoagulation: a — No focal/grid laser treatment and VA of ≤ 20/50; b — Focal/grid laser treatment and VA of ≤ 20/50; c — No focal/ grid laser treatment and VA of 20/32 to 20/40; d — Focal/grid laser treatment and VA of 20/32 to 20/40. Source: Jampol LM, Glassman AR, Bressler NM. Anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Comparative Effectiveness Trial for Diabetic Macular Edema: Additional Efficacy Post Hoc Analyses of a Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA Ophthalmol. 2016;134(12) [49]

Рис. 3. Изменение средней толщины сетчатки в когортах с различной исходной остротой зрения и невыполненном ЛКС (a, c) или выполненной ЛКС (а, d) (Jampol LM, Glassman AR, Bressler NM. Anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Comparative Effectiveness Trial for Diabetic Macular Edema: Additional Efficacy Post Hoc Analyses of a Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA Ophthalmol. 2016;134(12) [49])
A positive effect of anti-VEGF injections on the course of DR was established while treating patients for DME. Notably, aflibercept use was associated with an improved course of DR in more patients with initial PDR: after year one, 75.9% of patients with baseline PDR achieved improvements in the course of DR in the aflibercept group, compared with 31.4% in the bevacizumab group and 55.2% in the ranibizumab groups; and after year two, the corresponding figures were 70.4%, 30.3%, and 37.5%, respectively [50].

The average number of injections decreased approximately two-fold in all groups in year two of follow-up compared with year one, and there were no statistically significant differences in the groups between years. The ranibizumab, bevacizumab, and aflibercept groups received 10, 10, and nine injections, respectively, after one year (p = 0.045), compared with 15, 16, and 15 injections, respectively, after two years (p = 0.08) [47, 48].

Thus, according to Protocol T, aflibercept was more effective in increasing VA than ranibizumab by the end of year one. Despite the results of year two indicating comparable efficacy, treatment with ranibizumab took longer to achieve a comparable effect to that of aflibercept. In addition, the AUC analysis indicated that aflibercept was the drug of choice for treating DME in patients with an initial VA of 20/50 and lower on the ETDRS scale (0.4 on the decimal scale). It should also be remembered that LCR was required less frequently when using aflibercept (i.e., 41% in the aflibercept group compared with 52% in the ranibizumab group, and 64% in the bevacizumab group).

Regarding other research by the DRCR.net Research Group, we should comment on Protocol I, which assessed the efficacy of ranibizumab in combination with LCR (immediate and delayed), triamcinolone acetonide with immediate LCR, and isolated laser treatment for the treatment of DME. This was a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, comparison study of 854 eyes from 691 patients with decreased VA (20/32 to 20/320) and DME involving the center of the macula (77% of patients completed the five-year follow-up). Patients were randomly divided into four cohorts: 1) ranibizumab plus immediate LCR, 2) ranibizumab plus delayed LCR, 3) sham injections plus immediate LCR; and 4) intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide 4 mg plus immediate LCR. Triamcinolone acetonide is not approved for ophthalmological use in the Russian Federation, but is used off-label. The last two groups could receive ranibizumab after 74 weeks for refractory DME or deterioration in visual function [51, 52].

Immediate LCR was performed 3–10 days after the first intravitreal injection, and delayed LCR was performed from 24 weeks onward. LCR was indicated if there was a lack of response to treatment with intravitreal injections, and clinically significant DME persisted. Repeat sessions of LCR were performed every 13 weeks regardless of the cohort (immediate or delayed LCR) provided there was clinically significant DME and benefit was still possible with LCR. As for Protocol T, efficiency was evaluated by changes in BCVA according to the ETDRS scale, changes in CTR by OCT, and differences in the number of injections required over 5 years [51, 53].

After year two, the average increases in BCVA were 3 letters in the LCR group, 2 letters in the triamcinolone acetonide plus LCR group, and 7 and 9 letters in the ranibizumab groups receiving immediate and delayed LCR, respectively [52]. The differences between the LCR group and the ranibizumab groups with immediate and delayed LCR were statistically significant in favor of combination therapy (3.7 and 5.8 letters, respectively). Differences between triamcinolone acetonide and LCR groups were not statistically significant, but favored LCR (1.5 letters). Decreases in retinal thickness during the study are shown in Figure 4, indicating that VA tended to improve with ranibizumab. Of note, triamcinolone acetonide contributed to the progression of cataracts to a greater extent than ranibizumab, and when comparing eyes that were pseudophakic at the study onset, the advantage of ranibizumab over triamcinolone acetonide was less marked [52]. Nevertheless, these data indicate that angiogenesis inhibitors should be recommended as first-line treatment when choosing intravitreal drugs for the treatment of DME.

When assessing the efficacy of various LCR modes after 3 years, there was a 2.9 letter difference...
in BCVA improvement between the immediate and delayed LCR groups \((p = 0.02)\), with absolute values of +6.8 and +9.7 letters, respectively (Fig. 5). In both the immediate and delayed groups, there was a positive tendency for changes in the CRT (Fig. 6), and the average numbers of ranibizumab injections were 12 and 15, respectively. The number of eyes that achieved a CRT of <250 μm was 36% in both groups. In the delayed LCR group, 54% of patients did not require additional LCR after 3 years [54]. Overall, delayed focal and/or grid-type LCR combined with ranibizumab was concluded to be the most efficient treatment option.

The 3- and 5-year follow-up data obtained from the Protocol I study showed that delaying LCR has advantages over immediate LCR in terms of the functional results [51, 54]. Thus, it is necessary to postpone LCR as long as possible, giving preference to VEGF inhibitors as the first-line therapy. These data indicate that this can be achieved without fear of causing deteriorations in VA indices. Moreover, extrapolating the results of the Protocol I study to clinical practice, we could expect that the number of eyes with persistent edema will decrease consistently over the first 6 months after starting treatment and peak after six injections. This approach will help practitioners to achieve significantly better visual function outcomes. The results also indicate the need to perform proper treatment loading. Similar data were obtained in the Protocol T study, with the prevalence of persistent DME continuing to decrease over the first 24 weeks of intensive (monthly) treatment, with aflibercept being more likely to improve DME compared with the other study drugs [55].

The data obtained in the Protocol I and Protocol T studies have formed the basis of the DRCR.net recommendations, the main principle of which is...
Fig. 5. Protocol I DRCRnet (3 years follow up). Mean change in visual acuity in cohorts with prompt or deferred laser. Number of eyes was 165-144 in cohort with prompt laser photocoagulation and 173-147 in cohort with deferred laser photocoagulation. Source: Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network. Intravitreal Ranibizumab for Diabetic Macular Edema with Prompt vs Deferred Laser Treatment: 3-year Randomized Trial Results. Ophthalmology. 2012;119(11):2312-2318 [54]

Рис. 5. Протокол I (трёхлетний период наблюдения). Изменение остроты зрения по шкале ETDRS в когортах с немедленной и отсроченной лазеркоагуляцией сетчатки. Количество глаз в группах за три года составило 165—144 в когорте с немедленной ЛКС, 173—147 в когорте с отсроченной ЛКС (Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network. Intravitreal Ranibizumab for Diabetic Macular Edema with Prompt vs Deferred Laser Treatment: 3-year Randomized Trial Results. Ophthalmology. 2012;119(11):2312-2318 [54])

Fig. 6. Protocol I DRCRnet (3 years follow up). Mean change in central subfield retinal thickening in cohorts with prompt or deferred laser. Number of eyes was 165-131 in cohort with prompt laser photocoagulation and 169-128 in cohort with deferred laser photocoagulation. Source: Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network. Intravitreal Ranibizumab for Diabetic Macular Edema with Prompt vs Deferred Laser Treatment: 3-year Randomized Trial Results. Ophthalmology. 2012;119(11):2312-2318 [54]

intensive (monthly) anti-VEGF therapy in the first 6 months from the diagnosis of DME. Only after this therapy has been completed, and in the absence of the desired effect, should the need to perform LCR be considered. Thus, LCR is no longer recognized as the most effective way to preserve vision in DME involving the anatomical center of the macula and should no longer be considered the gold standard of treatment.

CONCLUSION

Currently, angiogenesis inhibitors are the drugs of choice in the treatment of DME, especially when the center of the macular area is involved. The use of anti-VEGF drugs as monotherapy for DME is also sufficient to improve VA and the course of DR significantly. Thus, LCR can no longer be considered the gold standard treatment for DME. Data from one of the largest multicenter studies by DRCR.net show that aflibercept stabilized and improved visual functions at a faster rate than either ranibizumab or bevacizumab. Despite the comparable BCVA at the end of the year two in the ranibizumab and aflibercept groups (with a similar number of injections), AUC analysis revealed that aflibercept had significant advantages among patients with an initial VA of 20/50 or lower.

Long-term outcomes after 5 years of therapy will probably show more significant differences between groups in favor of aflibercept or ranibizumab. However, at the moment, the results of Protocol T indicate that ranibizumab and aflibercept have comparable effectiveness after 2 years of therapy, despite the initial superiority of aflibercept in achieving a functional effect. This will allow the treatment options in this group to be expanded to recommend both drugs, though with preference given to aflibercept for patients who have a low initial VA.

When deciding on the need for LCR, immediate therapy appears to have no advantages over delayed therapy in terms of either improving VA or reducing the CRT. In the Protocol I study, the group receiving ranibizumab with the option of delayed LCR, therapy was accompanied by good performance indicators and the LCR was not required in 56% of patients. Therefore, the treatment of DME should be started with careful loading therapy with angiogenesis inhibitors, proceeding to LCR only if necessary.

Finally, it should be remembered that corticosteroids are known to be less effective than angiogenesis inhibitors and, as a rule, are to be considered second-line drugs in treatment of DME. This is not least because drugs in this group are associated with several side effects, such as increase in intraocular pressure and cataract formation.
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